FOSSIL

Robin Banks

I recognise the unceded land of lutruwita/
Tasmania on which I live, work, re-create and rest,
and of this great southern land we call Australia on
which I have enjoyed many of my fossil travels.
I pay respect to the traditional and continuing
custodians of lutruwita, the palawa people, and
of all of the lands within Australia, promising to
listen and learn and walk beside.
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The auncient Philosophers
affirme, that there haue bene
founde fishes vnder the earth,
who ( for that cause) they
called Focilles [Fr. focilles]
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To me it is unsurprising that the word ‘fossil’ was
included in volume IV: F and G, of the first edition
of A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles—The
Oxford English Dictionary—published at the start of
the new century in 1910. It had appeared in the
earlier fascicle: Foisty — Frankish, in 1897.
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(The Oxford or A New English Dictionary on Historical
Principles was published in ‘fascicles’ as work
progressed on each letter.)
fascicle, n. A part,
number, ‘livraison’
(of a work published
by instalments);
Interestingly, the older word ‘fossilia’ did not
appear in the 1st or 2nd edition of The Oxford
English Dictionary, but rather only made it into
the 3rd edition published in 2010. The work of
lexicographers only uncovering its previously lost
story later in the dictionary endeavour.
It’s unsurprising to me that it appeared in that
1897 fascicle because I always think of the 19th
century when I think about fossils: Charles
Darwin collecting the specimens that helped him
to develop his theories that led to On the Origin
of Species; Mary Anning in the heavy dresses and
capes of Victorian England clambering around
the wintery Lyme Regis cliffs of the English coast,
geological hammer in hand, introducing the world
to the first full ichthyosaur skeleton; and her
friends and palæontological companions Elizabeth
Philpot, and Charlotte Murchison.
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Anning, like me and my sisters and brothers, grew
up in a fossil-focussed family. Anning was the fifth
of ten of whom only she and her older brother
Joseph survived. I am the fourth of five, all—
thankfully—survivors. Her father, a carpenter, had
supplemented the family’s income with collecting.
He took Joseph and Mary with him to collect
fossils to sell to sea-side visitors. Mary Anning
became a professional: a professional collector and
amateur palæontologist. For me, the generations
flip: I too was instilled with the rock collecting,
examining and acquiring urge by my father, a
professional palæontologist and amateur collector.
Our family home was (and is) a treasure trove
of rocks and fossils, of bronze reconstructions
of dinosaurs, and so many books and monographs
filled with the stories of their history and formation.
Now, our garden—and indeed our house—is
also littered with collected rocks. We have a
beautiful stack of spheroidal grey rocks from Banks
Peninsular in New Zealand, fossil-encrusted
mudstones from various parts of Tasmania,
sapphires from the Willows in central eastern
Queensland, Yowah nuts (deep red brown matrix
shot through with a filigree of opal seams) from
Yowah in southern central Queensland, fossilised
worm and root castings from coastal cliffs in
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Victoria, delicate sheet gypsum from some
forgotten collecting spot, a pinkish gypsum ‘desert
rose’ from north western Victoria, perfect finegrained ‘tiles’ of greenish, red and grey rock from
the northern parts of South Australia, petrified
fern from Lune River in Tasmania, agates from
all over Australia, mossy green serpentinite from
northern Tasmania, a precious ‘hagstone’, and
various concretions … and so many more.
They sit on shelves—rock shelves in the garden,
timber shelves in the house—and make me smile
when they catch my eye, remembering what went
into their collecting.
But most precious and fascinating of all are the
fossils. They spark memories of so many holidays
taken as a child, and as an adult. As a child, one of
a huddle standing by as fossils were carefully struck
free and photographed, or scrambling to find our
own. As an adult, torn between looking up to spot
this bird or that, my eyes guided by my ears and
the bird’s call or wing or foliage rustle; and looking
down to search the earth for rocky treasures. That
wrangle between skies and earth often began in
the planning of an adventure: how about a trip to
this place where the birdlife is rich and novel, or
there, where the geology is fascinating? Sometimes
no wrangle at all: those sweet spots where geology
and bird life come together.
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But this re-composition is about looking down,
turning over, picking up and cracking open. This is
about fossils and their enduring fascination: their
lasting impression.
I don’t know when I learnt about fossils. Perhaps
it was knowledge passed down to me, the daughter
of two palæontologists, in my genes: written in
my DNA just as the ancient creatures’ details are
written in the texture pressed into the rock by
their long-dead bodies. There was no moment of
realisation in my childhood of knowledge acquired
and polished.
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What fossil is that which is lost?
There are so very many options.
In my imagining, perhaps it is one my father found
and, with others, described and named … perhaps
one named for him by others.
And so, to this re-composition. What possibilities?
Plant, animal, … other? Some with names that
conjure fabulous creatures, masking a much more
modest reality. Some with names that weave a
story, marrying place, mythology, people. All of
them having some familial connection.
And so, let’s begin.
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